Derivatives, or Jacobians, are commonly required by numerical algorithms. Access to accurate Jacobians often improves the performance and robustness of algorithms, and in addition, efficient implementation of Jacobian computations can reduce the over-all execution time. In this paper, we present methods for computing Jacobians in the context of the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI), and Modelica. Two prototype implementations, in JModelica.org and OpenModelica are presented and compared in industrial as well as synthetic benchmarks.
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Introduction
Algorithms for solving computational problems numerically often require access to derivatives, or approximations thereof. Examples include simulation algorithms, where implicit integration schemes use derivative information in Newton type algorithms, optimization algorithms, where derivatives are used to compute search directions, and steady-state solvers. The quality of the derivatives typically affects performance and robustness of such algorithms. Often, the execution time is strongly affected by the calculation time of Jacobians.
During the last two years, the Functional Mock-up Interface 1 (FMI) standard has had a strong impact amongst software tools for modeling and simulation. The goal of the standard is to promote model reuse and tool interoperability by providing a tool and language independent exchange format for models in compiled or source code form. Following the introduction of 1 https://fmi-standard.org/ FMI 1.0 in January 2010, the next version of the standard, FMI 2.0, will support sparse Jacobians, in order to enable increased efficiency of algorithms supporting FMI. The target of this extension is to provide derivative information for two different use cases of Functional Mock-up Units (FMUs). The first use case is simulation of a single FMU. In this case, sparse Jacobians for the model equations enable increased efficiency of iterative integration algorithms. The second use case is the composition of multiple FMUs, potentially blended also by elements from a modeling language such as Modelica, where directional derivatives are useful in order to efficiently construct Jacobians for systems of equations spanning several FMUs.
In this paper, we describe methods for generating sparse Jacobians and directional derivatives to fulfill the corresponding requirements of FMI 2.0. The methods are described in the context of compilation of Modelica models into FMUs, although the employed techniques are generally applicable to other model description formats. Two prototype implementations, one in OpenModelica 2 and one in JModelica.org 3 are presented. The implementations of sparse Jacobians in the respective tools are compared based on industrial benchmark models.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, material on FMI, Jacobians and differentiation techniques are provided. Section 3 describes two different implementations of sparse Jacobians in JModelica.org and OpenModelica respectively. Benchmark results are provided in Section 4, and the paper ends with a summary and conclusions in Section 5.
Background 2.1 The Functional Mock-up Interface
FMI emerged as a new standard resulting from the ITEA2 project MODELISAR, in 2010. The standard is a response to the industrial need to connect different environments for modeling, simulation and control system design. Commonly, different tools are used for different applications, whereas simulation analysis at the system integration level requires tools to be connected. FMI provides the means to perform such integrated simulation analysis.
FMI specifies an XML format for model interface information and a C API for model execution. The XML format, specified by an XML schema, contains information about model variables, including names, units and types, as well as model meta data. The C API, on the other hand, contains C functions for data management, e.g., setting and retrieving parameter values, and evaluation of the model equations. The implementation of the C API may be provided in source code format, or more commonly as a compiled dynamically linked library.
FMI comes in two different flavors: FMI for Model Exchange (FMI-ME) [2] and FMI for Co-Simulation (FMI-CS) [3] . FMI-ME exposes a hybrid Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE), which may integrated stand-alone or which may be incorporated in a composite dynamic model in a simulation environment. The FMI-ME C API exposes functions for computation of the derivatives of the ODE, and accordingly, in FMI-ME the integration algorithm is provided by the importing application. FMI-CS, on the other hand, specifies that the integration algorithm is included in the FMU, and the FMU-CS C API provides functions for integrating the dynamics of the contained ODE for a specified period of time.
The FMI standard is supported by several modeling and simulation tools, including Dymola, SimulationX, JModelica.org and OpenModelica. Also, there are FMI interfaces to MATLAB, National Instruments Veristand and several additional tools. FMI 2.0 is a unification of the Model Exchange and Co-simulation standards and contains several improvements. One of those are the sparse Jacobians, which are also topic of this paper. The sparse Jacobian interface in FMI 2.0 consists of three different parts:
• A C API function for evaluation of directional derivatives of the model equations.
• A C API function for evaluation of sparse Jacobian matrices corresponding to the ODE representation of an FMU.
• A section in the XML document contained in an FMU providing the incidence pattern for the Jacobian matrices.
In this paper, algorithms for generating this functionality are discussed.
Causalization of DAEs
In the first step of the compilation process in a Modelica tool chain, a compiler front-end transforms Modelica source code into a flat representation, consisting essentially of lists of variables, functions, equations and algorithms. Based on this model representation, symbolic operations such as alias elimination and index reduction are applied, in order to reduce the size of the model and to ensure that the resulting Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE) is of index 1. In this section, we outline the following steps that are of particular relevance for the generation of Jacobians. In particular, the causalization procedure, i.e., transformation of an index-1 DAE into an equivalent ODE, as required by the FMI standard, is discussed. FMI specifies Jacobians and directional derivatives with respect to the continuous model equations. Therefore, without lack of generality, and for clarity of the presentation, only the continuous part of the DAE is considered in the following.
We consider index-1 DAEs in form of
whereẋ(t) ∈ R n x are the state derivatives, x(t) ∈ R n x is the state, u(t) ∈ R n u are the inputs and w(t) ∈ R n w are the vector of algebraic variables. The initial conditions of DAE state is given by x 0 . Introducing z = (ẋ w), denoting the unknowns of the DAE, and v = (x u), denoting the known variables, the DAE written
The conceptual idea of DAE causalization commonly used in Modelica tools is then to compute the inverse relationship of F
and the ODE may then be writteṅ
where y are the outputs of the system. Note that the algebraic variables are considered to be internal to the ODE in this representation. In general, there is no closed expression for the functions f and g, but rather, iterative techniques, e.g., Newton's method, is employed to solve algebraic loops for z. Modelica models are typically of large scale but sparse in the sense that each model equation contains references only to a small number of equations. In order to exploit this structure, graph algorithms can be employed. Two commonly used algorithms that are used for this purpose are matching algorithms, e.g., the Hopcroft Karp algorithm, and Tarjan's algorithms for computing strong components, [4] . The result of Tarjan's algorithm is then used to permute the variables and equations of the DAE into Block Lower Triangular (BLT) form.
Let us consider a DAE with five equations and five unknowns, i.e., F ∈ R 5 and z ∈ R 5 , where the DAE equations are given by
Note that the variables v = [x, u] are known and need not be considered in the following analysis. The dependence of the z-variables can be shown in the following incidence matrix,
A * in the incidence matrix at row i and column j denotes that the residual function F i contains a reference to the variable z j . Application of the BLT procedure, now yields the following DAE system
The implicit DAE system (5) is now given by a sequence of assignment statements and implicit systems of equationsz
The functions g 1 and g 2 corresponds to explicit solutions of the corresponding DAE equations, whereasF 2 = (F 4 F 1 ) T andF 3 = F 5 corresponds to implicit (systems of) equations that require iteration. It is typical for Modelica models to contain only a small number of implicit systems of equations and a large number of trivial, e.g., linear equations that may be solved symbolically.
For a general DAE, the BLT procedure results in a sequence of scalar and non-scalar equation blocks on the formF 1 (z 1 , v) = 0 . . .
where the unknown of each residualF i isz i . Further, some of the residual functions may be solved explicitly by symbolic manipulation and the remaining blocks needs the to be solved by iterative methods.
Computation of the sequence of solved and nonsolved blocks (9) , given values of the known variables in v then produces the corresponding state derivative and algebraic vectors contained in z. Accordingly, the DAE has been causalized in to an ODE on the form (4).
Computation of Jacobians
The Jacobian of a vector valued function f (x) ∈ R m , x ∈ R n is given by
A useful tool when computing Jacobians is directional derivatives. The directional derivative of a vector valued function f (x) is defined by
where dx ∈ R n represents the direction in which the directional derivative, denoted d f ∈ R m , is evaluated. dx is also referred to as a seed vector. In the following, directional derivatives will be used extensively to construct Jacobians. A straight forward, although naive, approach to construct a Jacobian from directional derivative evaluations is as follows. Using the identity matrix I of dimension n, and the unit vectors e 1 . . . e n we have that
Using this relation, a Jacobian with n columns may be constructed from n evaluations of directional derivatives. In Section 2.7, an overview of methods to explore sparsity to improve efficiency in this respect will be given.
There are three widely used methods for computing Jacobians, namely finite difference methods, symbolic differentiation and automatic (or algorithmic) differentiation.
Finite Difference Approximation
In the finite difference method, a numerical approximation of the directional derivative of a vector valued function f is calculated using the formula
where h is the increment. On one hand, even if the increment is chosen optimal in nature of that method is an accuracy error ε, which is the sum of ε t + ε r where ε t is the truncation error and ε r the round-off error. The truncation error ε t |h˙f (x)| is the result of the Taylorseries truncation. The round-off error ε r ε f | f (x)/h| where ε f is the fractional accuracy ε f ≥ ε m depends on machine accuracy ε m . On the other hand, it is easy to implement and also almost applicable.
Symbolic Differentiation
In general the "calculus" of symbolic derivatives is done by difference quotients. where the derivative of a function is the limit
difference quotients. This is also the way the basic differentiation rules are found. From a practical view the "calculus" of the symbolic derivatives is done by applying basic differentiation rules and table of derivatives for common functions on the expressions to find the formulas for the derivatives. Since a Modelica model results during the compilation in symbolic expressions which are manipulated to simplify the original system. So it is quite typical for a Modelica Tool to use symbolical methods also for the differentiation. Finding the symbolic formula may take time, space and a symbolic kernel for simplifications, but once determined it's fast to evaluate them [7] . A further drawback is that symbolic differentiation is not applicable on algorithms (with for-loops and branches).
Automatic Differentiation
Automatic Differentiation (AD) is a method for computing derivatives with machine precision, which is applicable to expressions as well as algorithmic functions [1] . The key idea in AD techniques is to propagate derivative information through a sequence of atomic operations, which is represented by an expression graph. Computation of a sequence of AD operations results in the evaluation of a directional derivative with respect to a given seed vector. There are two different modes of operation of ADforward and reverse. The forward mode AD is conceptually simple, and is based on forward propagation of values and derivatives through an expression graph. The result of a forward AD sweep is a vector corresponding to the Jacobian multiplied by the seed vector. Commonly, Jacobian matrices are constructed from a number of forward AD evaluations.
The reverse AD technique is more involved than the forward mode, and includes a forward and a backward evaluation sweep over the expression graph, and the result is a vector corresponding to the seed vector multiplied by the Jacobians. This mode of operation is particularly useful in the case of scalar functions that depends on many independent variables-in this case, reverse AD is referred to the cheap gradient computation. Reverse AD is also commonly used to construct higher-order derivatives, e.g., Hessian matrices in optimization applications.
Implementation of AD tools comes two different flavors: Operator Overloading (OO) and Source Code Transformation (SCT). In OO tools, the expression graph is represented by data structures that are repeatedly traversed during forward and reverse mode evaluations. This strategy has been popularized by tools such as CppAD 4 and ADOL-C 5 which both enable AD to be applied to C code with minor modifications. Tools in this category are typically based on operator overloading, e.g., in C++, to construct a data structure referred to as a tape, which is then used as a basis for derivative computations. Tools based on the SCT approach, on the other hand, generate code that, when executed, compute derivatives. The ADIFOR 6 package falls into this category.
In this paper, forward mode AD using the SCT technique will be used. The remainder of this section will therefore focus on explaining this methods.
A key to understanding forward AD, is the observation that expressions can be evaluated, and differentiated, by considering a sequence of atomic operations. The elementary arithmetic operations can be differentiated by applying the derivation rules
In addition, the chain rule
applies to the elementary arithmetic functions, such as sin, cos etc.
In the following example, we illustrate how these building blocks are used to apply the forward AD technique. We consider the function
for which we would like to compute the directional derivative according to relation (11) . Assuming the seed vector dx = (1 0) T , it follows that
Using the seed vector in (16), f (x) will be differentiated with respect to x 1 . The expression graph corresponding to the function in (15) is shown in Figure 1 .
In the figure, the leaves represent the independent variables and the root node represents the function itself. 4 http://www.coin-or.org/CppAD/ 5 http://www.coin-or.org/projects/ADOL-C.xml 6 http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/adifor/
Figure 1: Expression graph of the function (15) A forward AD sweep is performed as follows. The computation sequence starts at the independent variables. Intermediate variables, v i :s, are introduced to hold the value of each node, and in addition, variables for the derivative values of each node, d i , are introduced. The expression of a particular variable v i is given by the corresponding node type, i.e., arithmetic operation, and the derivative value, d i , is given by differentiation of the same operation. Application of this procedure to the function (15) gives the following sequence of operations.
The variable v 6 now holds the value of the function itself and d 6 holds the value of the directional derivative. Note that the evaluation is done for particular values of the independent variables, in this case x 1 and x 2 , and seed values, dx 1 and dx 2 . Note that auxiliary variables v 1 , v 2 , d 1 and d 2 are introduced here for clarity.
Exploiting Sparsity
Modelica models, also after the causalization procedure described above, are often sparse, i.e., each equation of a model depends only on a fraction of the total number of variables. Exploiting sparsity of Modelica models can be done in two different contexts. Firstly, the efficiency of computation of Jacobian matrices based on directional derivative evaluations can be much improved by considering sparsity. This strategy is called compression and will be described briefly in this section. Secondly, a simulation environment importing an FMU providing sparse Jacobians may utilize this information to improve the performance of numerical algorithms. A typical example of such algorithms are sparse linear solvers, e.g., UMFPACK 7 , CSparse 8 and PARDISO 9 . This usage is, however, not related to the procedures required to generate Jacobians, and it is therefore beyond the scope of this paper.
As noted above, a naive method for evaluation directional derivatives to generate Jacobian matrices is to simply make one such evaluation for each column of the Jacobian, with seed vectors corresponding to the unit vectors of appropriate dimension. If the Jacobian is sparse, however, the number of evaluations can be drastically reduced, by observing that several columns can be computed in a single directional derivative evaluation if the sparsity patterns of these columns do not overlap. As an example, consider the incidence matrix (6) . Here, we note that columns four and five does not contain overlapping entries, and they can therefore be computed by one single directional derivative evaluation with the seed vector chosen as the sum of the corresponding unit vectors. Note also that this strategy is applicable to all three differentiation methods described above: finite differences, AD and symbolic differentiation.
While this strategy is simple to implement, computing a column grouping of minimal size is well known to be an NP-hard problem-this problem corresponds precisely to the graph coloring problem [5, 6] . There are, however, efficient algorithms capable of computing practically useful approximations of the optimal solutions. Specific algorithms will be discussed in Section 3.
Computation of Jacobians for Modelica Models
In Section 2.2, it was shown how a DAE is transformed into an ODE by means of the BLT transformation. In this section, methods for computing the Jacobians of the resulting ODE (4) are presented. We consider
In this section, we present two methods for computing the matrices A, B, C and D by means of directional derivatives. One of the methods, which is implemented in JModelica.org, relies on a forward AD implementation in an SCT setting, whereas the other method, which is implemented in OpenModelica, relies on symbolic differentiation and symbolic expression simplification. In addition, an algorithm for computing the sparsity pattern of the Jacobian matrices, which is common for both methods, is presented. The key idea in this section is the following. Differentiating the DAE (2) yields the relation
where dv is the input seed vector and dz works as the directional derivative of the relation (3) with respect to the direction dv. By solving the system of equations (18) for a particular seed dv, the directional derivative of the DAE is obtained. It is important to note that the system of equations to be solved is linear in the unknowns, dz, and thus does not require iteration. The Jacobian matrices are then constructed from repeated evaluation of directional derivatives. In addition, coloring algorithms and compression is used to reduce the number of directional derivative evaluations in both implementations.
Evaluation of Jacobians based on the compression of the columns requires access to sparsity pattern, as stated in Section 2.7. The determination of the sparsity pattern for a Modelica model could be done by means of graph theory. Since the non-zero values in a Jacobian expresses which output variable has a connection to which input variable. Thus the determination problem could be formulated as a st-connectivity problem in a directed graph, where input variables are the sources and the output variables are the sinks. The st-connectivity is a decision problem that asks if the vertex t is reachable from the vertex s, particular which output variable is connected to which input variable. Specific algorithms for this purpose will be discussed below.
Implementation of Directional Derivatives in JModelica.org
The performance of the approach outlined above can be improved significantly by exploiting the BLT structure described in Section 2.2. In particular, forward AD may be applied directly to the sequence of computations given in (9) . In the implementation in JModelica.org, C code corresponding to a forward AD sweep over the sequence of BLT blocks is generated. The symbolic expression graphs in the compiler is a basis for the code generation. As noted in Section 2.2, there are two kinds of blocks produced by the BLT transformation, i.e solved equation blocks and nonsolved equation blocks requiring iterative numerical solution. Below, we explain how directional derivatives are propagated in these two cases.
Propagation of Directional Derivatives in Equation Blocks
For blocks corresponding to solved equation blocks of the formz
it is straight forward to apply the forward AD approach. In this case, AD code is simply generated basing on the expression graph for g i , in order to produce the directional derivative
Note that the input seed dv and the directional derivatives for previous blocks,z i , . . .z i−1 are known at this point in the computation sequence. Commonly, the expression g i does not depend on all previous vectors of unknowns,z 1 , . . . ,z i−1 , a property which is exploited in the implementation. For a block corresponding to a system of equations, the block residual is given bȳ
In order to compute the directional derivative, dz i , for such a block, the residual equation is differentiated to yield
which in turn gives the linear system
to be solved for dz i . All Jacobians in this relation are generated to C code using forward AD. Note that the system Jacobian of the linear system (23) is provided also to the Newton solver that computes the solution of the system of equations (21). Therefore, this code is reused in the computation of the directional derivative of the block.
Computation of Sparsity Patterns
Computation of sparsity patterns for the Jacobian matrices A, B, C and D is a non-trivial problem, because of the sequence of operations required to compute the state derivatives x and the algebraic variables w. In comparison, computation of the Jacobian matrix of a DAE system (2) is straightforward and can be done by simply collecting references to unknown variables in each residual equation. As noted above, the problem of computing sparsity patterns for the ODE Jacobian is a connectivity problem, where the dependencies of the dependent variables z of the independent variables contained in v need to be computed. The BLT form of the DAE offers means to compute the required sparsity patterns for the ODE Jacobians. While the general form of a block in the BLT sequence isF
particular blocks typically do not depend on all variables in z 1 , . . . z i and in v. In order to reflect this situation, we introduce the notatioñ
wherez i contains the variables in the z vector upon which the equation block residualF i depends.ṽ i is defined correspondingly. As a first approximation, which will be relaxed in the following, we assume that all variables solved for in the block i, i.e., z i , depends on all variables inz i and inṽ i . Clearly, this relationship defines the direct dependency of z i onṽ i . Now, the dependency of z i on the variables contained iñ v 1 , . . . ,ṽ i−1 is given implicitly byz i . The connectivity graph of the BLT form reveals these dependencies. Edges in this graph corresponds to non-zero entries in the lower left part of the transformed incidence matrix, below the block diagonal. In the connectivity graph, dependency information is propagated top-down in the sequence of blocks. For each block, the complete set of variables in v upon which the block depends is collected from the predecessors in the dependency graph. For a block consisting of a system of equations, the assumption that all variables solved for in the block, z i , depends on all variables inz i may lead to an overestimation of the sparsity pattern. Specifically, since the sparsity pattern of the inverse of a sparse matrix may also be sparse, the computation may result in nonzero entries which are in fact structural zeros. In order to take this into account, the sparsity pattern of the inverse of the corresponding block Jacobian may be computed, [8] . The result of this analysis is then taken into account when variable dependencies are computed. Note that this analysis remains to be implemented in JModelica.org
Implementation of Directional Derivatives in OpenModelica
The directional derivatives in OpenModelica are generated basically by setup a new symbolic equation system inside the OMC with the differentiated equations. This system contains the desired partial derivatives dz as unknowns, the seed vector dv and all other variables from the original system are considered as known. The resulting equation system is the desired one as in equation (18). This approach differs from the previously published procedure (see [10] ), in a way that now each equation is derived only once. This leads to linearity in the compilation time and in the generated code size.
All methods mentioned in section 2 are used for the differentiation of the original system. Equations are differentiated symbolically, algorithm sections and Modelica functions without an derivative annotation are differentiate by the forward AD approach and external functions, where nothing else is possible, are differentiated numerically. The generated equation system is then optimized like the original system. In detail it is transformed to an explicit form with the BLT machinery of OpenModelica, further expression-based simplification are done and some common sub-expressions are filtered. The resulting equation system is then written to the CCode.
For the purpose of generating the four matrices in (17) for each matrix one new equation system is generated with the corresponding variables. Note therefore the original system is filtered for the necessary equations.
The exploration of the sparsity pattern for a fast evaluation of the compressed Jacobians is applied on the generated directional derivatives. A detailed description of the algorithms used for that task in OpenModelica can be found in [9] .
Comparison of Implementations
The implementations in OpenModelica and in JModelica.org share common characteristics, but there are also differences. Both algorithms are based on generation of C code that evaluates directional derivatives, which in turn are used to compute Jacobians. Also, both algorithms rely on compression for reducing the number of directional derivative evaluations. The computation of sparsity patterns for the ODE Jacobians also proceeds in the same manner.
The main difference between the implementations is rather the way in which the directional derivatives are generated. In the JModelica.org implementation, the same BLT structure as for the underlying ODE is used. Code generation is done by traversing the BLT structure in a separate code generation pass and forward AD code is then generated for solved equations and systems of equations, as described in 3.1. In the OpenModelica implementation, on the other hand, a new data structure containing all model equations in symbolically differentiated form is first constructed. The symbolic kernel of the compiler is then invoked to simplify the differentiated equations, and a new BLT structure is computed prior to code generation.
Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. In the JModelica.org implementation, no new data structures are created, which reduces memory consumption. Also, since the same BLT structure as for the underlying ODE is used, Jacobians for systems of equations corresponding to algebraic loops are generated. These, in turn are useful also in case of applying iterative techniques to solve algebraic loops. The main advantage of the OpenModelica implementation is that symbolic simplifications done by the compiler can yield simpler code that is faster to execute. Also, since a new BLT computation is done, properties of the new, differentiated system of equations may be explored in order to further speed up Jacobian computations.
Benchmarks
Three different aspects are considered in the benchmarks presented in this section, namely, i) model compilation time, ii) generated code size, and iii) Jacobian evaluation time. In the case of model compilation time, both the time spent in the respective Modelica compilers, OpenModelica and JModelica.org, and the time spent in the C compiler, gcc in both cases, when compiling the generated code is measured. This measure seems to be the most interesting for the user, since both phases are included in the model compilation time from a user's perspective. As for the size of the generated code, only the size of the code that is generated by the Modelica compilers is measured, i.e., no code originating from run-time systems or similar is included. Finally, the time for 1000 Jacobian evaluations is measured and the mean evaluation times are reported. In all benchmarks, the system Jacobian, i.e., the Jacobian of the derivatives with respect to the states, is evaluated.
It is worth noting that the benchmarks in this section does not only reflect the particular details of the respective Jacobian evaluation strategies. In particular, the measurements are biased by other code optimization strategies in the compilers, including alias elimination, symbolic processing, tearing, and the efficiency of non-linear solvers used to solve algebraic loops. In addition, the compilation time measurements, the optimization and debugging flags supplied to the respective C compilers influence the result.
All measurements in this paper are performed on a 64-bits architecture computer having one Intel Q9550@2.83GHz CPU and 16 GB of RAM. It runs Ubuntu 12.04 Linux, kernel 3.2.0-25.
Combined Cycle Power Plant
The first benchmark is a model of a combined cycle power plant model, see Figure 2 . The model contains equation-based implementations of the thermodynamic functions for water and steam, which in turn are used in the components corresponding to pipes and and the boiler. The model also contains components for the economizer, the super heater, as well as the gas and steam turbines. The model has 10 states and 131 equations. For additional details on the model, see [11] .
The benchmark results are shown in Table 1 . As can be seen, the model compilation times and the file sizes are similar. Both implementations obtained six colors for the Jacobian, i.e., 6 directional derivative evaluations were required to compute the Jacobian. The Jacobian evaluation time does, however, differ in a way that the OpenModelica implementation performs faster.
Synthetic Benchmarks
In order to analyze the scalability properties of the respective implementations, synthetic benchmark models were automatically generated. The underlying as- Three suits of benchmark models were constructed, using different assumptions on the number of variable references in a single equation. This aspect was quantified by the sizes of the implicit systems of equations, where sizes of two, four and eight, respectively, were used to generate the benchmark models. Within each suite of benchmark models, four different models of increasing size were constructed, essentially by doubling the number of variables while keeping the size of all the implicit equation systems constant. For detailed statistics and structural analysis of the models The results in terms of model compilation time, generated code size, and Jacobian evaluation time for the different models are shown in Tables 3 and 4 , for the OpenModelica and the JModelica.org implementations respectively. Figures 3, 4 , and 5 depict the corresponding results graphically. Each curve corresponds to one benchmark suite. As can be seen from the tables, all three measures exhibit essentially lin- ear complexity for a fixed size of the algebraic loops. This result is the key to scalability of the methods. The smallest model in each benchmark suite deviates from the linear trend for Jacobian evaluation time, which is due to the fact that fewer colors are needed in these cases. While model compilation time and generated code size without Jacobians are similar in all cases for OpenModelica and JModelica.org, the corresponding numbers with Jacobians differ. The difference in code size is due to the fact that JModelica.org relies on generation of forward AD code, without simplifications, which results in verbose code. Also, inherent in the forward AD strategy is that both the model equations in their original form and the directional derivatives are evaluated simultaneously. In comparison, the OpenModelica implementation differentiates the equations symbolically and then applies symbolic simplification. In this case, the resulting expressions that are generated are simpler, and also, no additional code is generated for the original model equations.
In terms of execution speed, the OpenModelica implementation performs faster. The main reason for this is that the application of forward AD in the JModelica.org implementation results in more verbose code, and also the model equations, along with the directional derivatives, are evaluated.
It is worth noting that either the effect of different versions of LAPACK/BLAS, used to solve linear systems in both implementations, nor the the influence of different compiler optimization and debugging flags have been considered in the benchmarks. Rather, the performance experienced by users has been reported. Both implementations may be further optimized in these respects in order to improve compilation and execution times. Therefore, the reported benchmarks do not solely measure the efficiency of the respective methods described in the paper, but are rather biased with the details of the particular implementations. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the generation of Jacobians for ODEs originating from DAEs, in particular Modelica models, has been discussed. The algorithmic machinery employed consists of known methods and algorithms, such as numerical, symbolic, and automatic differen- tiation, as well as graph theoretic methods such as the BLT transformation. Two methods, sharing similarities as well as differences have been presented. One of the methods is a straight forward application of forward automatic differentiation and generation of C code, which results in functions for the evaluation of directional derivatives, which in turn are used to compute Jacobians. The other method relies mainly on symbolic differentiation and makes use of symbolic simplification algorithms in a Modelica compiler to generate directional derivative functions. Both methods provide sparsity patterns for the ODE Jacobians, and they both make efficient use of sparsity in order to reduce the number of directional derivative evaluations, a technique referred to as compression.
The two approaches are implemented in JModelica.org and OpenModelica, respectively, and compared in an industrial benchmark as well as in several synthetic benchmarks. Both implementations show linear growth in key measures such as model compilation time, generated code size and execution time, under realistic assumptions on model structure. In terms of execution speed, the method relying on symbolic differentiation and symbolic processing, as implemented in OpenModelica, performed faster.
Memory consumption in the model compilation step was not included in the benchmarks, because of the inherent difficulties in accurately measuring this quantity. Indeed, this measure would have been an interesting addition to the benchmarks presented in this paper, especially since the two methods take different approaches to generate directional derivatives. However, measurements of memory consumption is left for future work.
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